Eighteen undergraduates participated in studies designed to examine the factors that produce transfer of contextual functions to novel stimuli in second-order conditional discriminations. In Study 1, participants selected comparison B1 given sample A1 and comparison B2 given sample A2 in a matching-tCi-sample procedure. Contextual stimuli X1 or X2 were introduced next. In the presence of X1 , selections of B 1 given A 1 and selections of B2 given A2 were reinforced; in the presence of X2, selections of B2 given A 1 and selections of B1 given A2 were reinforced (the XAB relations). The participants then learned novel conditional discriminations with stimuli E and F. When we presented the contextual stimuli X1 and X2 with EF, all 3 participants selected the same and opposite comparisons, respectively, as those previously established in EF training. This performance demonstrated the transfer of functions of contextual stimuli to a conditional discrimination with novel stimuli. In Study 2, participants were exposed to the same teaching and testing conditions as in Study 1, except that stimuli X1 and X2 were introduced in a single phase. Of the 4 participants, 2 showed transfer to a novel conditional discrimination. In Study 3 the selections in the XAB task had no differential consequences . Study 4 replicated the conditions of Study 1, with the exception that the AB phase was not taught. Finally, in Study 1' > the EF phase was not taught. All participants failed to demonstrate contextual control of the novel conditional discrimination. These results demonstrated that a complete sequence of conditional-discrimination teaching plays an important role in the acquisition and transfer of contextual control to novel conditional discriminations. These results are relevant to our understanding of instructional control.
Humans typically learn conditional discriminations as components of many verbal skills. In a conditional discrimination procedure, a sample stimulus and two or more comparison stimuli appear on each trial. The selection of one comparison produces the reinforcer. On other trials, another sample stimulus appears with the comparisons; the selection of the other comparison produces the reinforcer. Figure 1 shows an example of a conditional discrimination with Cervantes and Renoir as samples and Tolstoi and Siqueiros as comparisons. Here, Cervantes goes with Tolstoi, because they share the same discipline (being writers), and Renoir goes with Siqueiros, because they share the same discipline (being painters). Thus, these selections produce the reinforcer. In many occasions in daily life, however, selections among comparisons given a sample depend upon contextual stimuli. Contextual stimulus X1 controls specific sample-comparison relations; but contextual stimulus X2 controls relations between each sample and the alternative comparison . In the example of Figure 1 , Cervantes goes with Tolstoi and Siqueiros goes with Renoir only if the contextual stimulus is "Same Discipline"; this happens because Cervantes and Tosltoi, on the one hand, and Siqueiros and Renoir, on the other hand, share the same discipline. If, alternatively, the contextual stimulus is "Different Discipline," then Cervantes goes with Renoir and Siqueiros goes with Tolstoi. Thus, contextual stimuli control sample-comparison selections. For this reason, we speak of contextual First-order Figure 1 . Examples of first-order and second-order conditional discriminations with verbal stimuli. Alphanumeric notations are not presented to the learners. The plus sign indicates the comparison for which selection is reinforced or is considered correct. The minus sign indicates the comparison for which selection is not reinforced or is not considered correct.
control or second-order conditional discriminations (e.g., Sidman, 1986) . Many studies have examined the acquisition of second-order conditional discriminations (e.g. , Bush , Sidman & de Rose, 1989; Dymond & Barnes, 1995; Gatch & Osborne, 1989; Hayes, Kohlenberg & Hayes, 1991; Kennedy & Laitinen, 1988; Lynch & Green, 199'1; Markham & Dougher, 1993; Meehan & Fields, 1995; Perez-Gonzalez, 1991; Perez-Gonzalez & Serna, 1993a , 1993b Perez-Gonzalez, Spradlin , & Saunders, 2000; Roche & Barnes, 1996 Serna, 1991 ; Serna & PerezGonzalez, 1994 Wulfert & Hayes, 1988) . Contextual stimuli should exert functions at higher level than the functions exerted by the samples. Therefore, a. procedure that serves to teach second-order conditional discriminations does not guarantee that the putative contextual stimuli be true contextual stimuli. Actually, in some studies on second-order conditional discriminations, the two stimuli presented in a trial may function as a compound to control responding, just as if they were one single stimulus. For example, X1 and A 1 may function as a compound controlling selections o'f comparison B1, in the same way that a single stimulus (i.e., H1) could have controlled selections of B1. Thus, stimuli X1 and A1 would have the same level of functions. Therefore, stimulus X1 does not exert the function of a contextual stimulus. The same occurs with stimulus X2. Hence, it is not correct to consider that stimuli X1 and X2 are contextual stimuli (e.g . . , Lynch & Green, 1991; . The procedure to teach second-order conditional discriminations may also result in stimuli X1 and X2 controlling sample-comparison relations. In such a case,stimuli X1 and X2 would have functions different from the functions of the samples. For testing this possibility, it is necessary to show that putative contextual stimuli control relations with stimuli other than the stimuli taught with them, which is considered as evidence of "true" contextual control (Lynch & Green, 1991) . Lynch and Green reported performances of participants that showed that untaught conditional relations emerged under the control of two contextual stimuli that have been paired with the stimuli used as contextual in teaching. For that reason, they claimed that they showed contextual control. PerezGonzalez and Serna demonstrated with children an unequivocal case of contextual control by teaching a conditional discrimination with contextual stimuli and testing the two contextual stimuli with novel stimuli of other conditional discrimination (Perez-Gonzalez & Serna, 1993a , 1993b Serna & Perez-Gonzalez, 1994 see details below) .
The functions of contextual stimuli may transfer to novel stimuli. PerezGonzalez and Serna (1993a documented that stimuli that acquired the functions of contextual stimuli transferred that function when presented in novel conditional discriminations. Perez-Gonzalez and Serna first taught teenagers and adults a simple conditional discrimination AB (i.e. , select comparison B1 in the presence of sample A 1 and select comparison B2 in the presence of sample A2). Second, these experimenters brought the AB conditional discrimination under the control of contextual stimuli X1 and X2. Thus, in the presence of X1, they reinforced selections of the same comparisons as in conditional discrimination AB (i.e., selecting B1 in the presence of X1 and A 1 and selecting B2 in the presence of X1 and A2). In the presence of X2, however, they reinforced the opposite comparisons (i.e., selecting B2 in the presence of X2 and A 1 and selecting B1 in the presence of X2 and A2). This constituted the second-order conditional discrimination, XAB. The teaching of the AB and XAB conditional discriminations was the experimental prerequisite for probing the functions of stimuli X1 and X2 as contextual stimuli in the presence of novel stimuli. To prepare for the probe, Perez-Gonzalez and Serna first taught another conditional discrimination EF (by reinforcing selections of F1 in the presence of E1 and selections of F2 in the presence of E2). They finally probed the functions of X1 and X2 as contextual stimuli by presenting them in the EF conditional discrimination (without differential reinforcement). The participants selected the same comparison as in the EF task in the presence of contextual stimulus X1 (i.e., they chose F1 in the presence of X1 and E1, and they chose F2 in the presence of X1 and E2). The participants also selected the opposite comparison in the presence of contextual stimulus X2 (i.e., they chose F2 in the presence of X2 'and E1, and they chose F1 in the presence of X2 and E2). Thus, Perez-Gonzalez and Serna demonstrated that the functions of contextual stimuli transferred from the XAB second-order conditional discrimination to a novel secondorder conditional discrimination involving different stimuli (XEF). In summary, with this study and two additional ones, Perez-Gonzalez and Serna demonstrated that the functions of contextual stimuli may transfer to a potentially infinite number of novel conditional discriminations.
Several studies have replicated the results of Perez-Gonzalez and Serna (1993a . For example, Meehan and Fields (1995) used a version of the Perez-Gonzalez and Serna's procedure, in which responding with a stimulus analogous to contextual stimulus X2 was taught (but X1 was not taught). The procedure served to produce contextual control in 3 out of 5 adults. Moreover, Barnes-Holmes (2002, 2003) replicated these results with 24 adults using basically the same procedure as Perez-Gonzalez and Serna along with other discriminations and more complex designs (i.e., they taught DE, XOE, and FG and they probed XFG). Also, Serna and Perez-Gonzalez (2003, Study 1) demonstrated the transfer of contextual functions after allowing adult participants to make arbitrary selections between the comparisons in a conditional discrimination. These experimenters first taught the AB and XAB conditional discriminations. Then they presented the CD conditional discrimination without differential reinforcement, until the participants' selections were stable for a number of consecutive trials. Some participants selected 01 in the presence of C1, for example, and selected 02 in the presence of C2; other participants selected 02 in the presence of C1 and 01 in the presence of C2. Finally, Serna and PerezGonzalez showed that the functions of the contextual stimuli X1 and X2 transferred to the CO conditional discrimination.
The processes studied by Perez-Gonzalez and Serna (1993a, 2003) showed transfer of specific functions of contextual stimuli. Serna and Perez-Gonzalez (2003) demonstrated a more generalized transfer. After showing transfer of the specific functions of the contextual stimuli, they presented novel stimuli Z1 and Z2 in place of the contextual together with conditional discriminations. The novel stimuli controlled conditional discriminations, as if they had acquired some functions of the contextual stimuli. Nonetheless, no specific novel stimulus could control selections of the same comparison as in its absence, because stimuli Z1 ano Z2 had not specific relations to X1 and X2. (The same happens with selections of the opposite comparisons as in its absence.) Therefore, 1 participant selected the same comparisons in the presence of Z1 as in its absence and the other participant selected the opposite comparisons. Thus, this study showed that the functions of contextual stimuli transferred in a generalized way. The authors designated this process generalized contextual control.
The studies of Carpentier et al. (2002) , and Perez-Gonzalez and Serna (1993a , constituted demonstrations of a basic transfer process when contextual stimuli are presented with novel conditional discriminations. These studies, however, did not analyze the conditions under which such a process occurs. In contrast, the study by Carpentier et al. (2003) included one condition in which the second-order conditional discrimination was taught before the first-order conditional discrimination. Although all 6 participants showed transfer of contextual stimulus functions in the original condition (i.e., when the participants learned the first-order conditional discriminations first) , only 4 of 6 participants showed transfer of contextual stimulus functions when they learned the second-order conditional discrimination first. Thus, they demonstrated that teaching the first-order conditional discrimination first facilitates the transfer of specific functions. Serna and Perez-Gonzalez (2003) also analyzed the effect of teaching the second first-order conditional discriminations for generalized contextual control to occur. They found generalized transfer of contextual functions only when the first-order conditional discriminations were taught.
The studies by Carpentier et al. (2003) and by Serna and PerezGonzalez (2003) showed that the functions of contextual stimuli may not be acquired or transferred under certain conditions. The main goal of the present research was to further study the conditions necessary for acquiring contextual control of specific functions and for transferring this control to novel conditional discriminations. We also analyzed the conditions that promote generalized contextual control. For these purposes, we examined transfer in five studies that used variations of the basic learning sequence of Perez-Gonzalez and Serna (2003) . Our Study 1 was a replication of Study 1 of Perez-Gonzalez and Serna. This replication served as a reference to compare the results of those of the remaining studies . Study 2 analyzed whether the specific procedure for teaching the XAB conditional discrimination affects acquisition and transfer of contextual functions. Study 3 analyzed whether providing differential consequences during XAB teaching was necessary for acquisition and transfer. Study 4 analyzed whether teaching AB was necessary for the acquisition and transfer of contextual functions. Study 5 analyzed whether teaching EF was necessary for transfer of contextual functions.
General Method

Participants
Through personal contacts at the School of Psychology of the University of Oviedo, 14 female and 4 male undergraduates ranging from 18 to 37 years of age were recruited. All participants were Spanish speakers. They received 6 euros for their participation. None of the participants had previously experienced conditional discrimination tasks. The participants were randomly assigned to each study.
Apparatus and Setting
The studies were conducted in experimental cubicles of the laboratory of the School of Psychology. Each cubicle contained a personal computer with a Dos-based operating system that controlled stimulus presentation and data collection. Each participant was seated in front of a computer screen (22 x 20 cm) and keyboard. The stimuli were arbitrary visual forms (approximately 1.5 x 2 cm) identical to those employed by Perez-Gonzalez and Serna (2003) .
Procedure
Participants attended the laboratory for one continuous session, which lasted less than 25 minutes. Because the experiment was programmed in blocks of trials, each participant passed through several teaching phases and one test.
Types of Conditional Discriminations
We used first-order and second-order conditional discriminations. In the first-order conditional discriminations, two figures served as samples (e. g., A1 or A2) and another two served as comparisons (e.g., B1 and B2). In the presence of A 1, B1 was the correct comparison, and in the presence of A2, B2 was the correct comparison. In the second-order conditional discriminations, two figures (X1 and X2) were added as contextual stimuli to the conditional discrimination. The presence of X1 or X2 determined the selection of which comparison would be considered correct in the presence of each sample. In the presence of X1, the correct comparison was the same as in absence of contextual stimuli. In the presence of X2, the correct comparison was the comparison that has been incorrect in the presence of X1. Thus, X1 determined A 1-B1 and A2-B2 as correct relations whereas X2 determined A 1-B2 and A2-B 1 as correct relations.
Figure 2. Conditional discriminations taught (AB, XAB, and EF) and probed (XEF). The stimuli in the upper part of each box were the contextual stimuli (in XAB and XEF) and the sample in that trial; the two stimuli in the bottom indicate the comparisons present in the trial. The left-right locations of the comparisons varied quasi randomly across trials. A cursor indicates the comparison for which selection was reinforced . A period indicates the comparison for which selection was considered correct in the test.
Presentation of Stimuli
The sample always appeared at the center of the screen, as Figur!=l 2 shows. In trials of the second-order conditional discrimination, the stimulus X1 or stimulus X2 appeared above the sample. The two comparisons appeared in a row below the sample. On each trial all stimuli were displayed simultaneously and no observing response was required. The position of the comparisons varied randomly along trials. The combinations of contextual stimuli and samples were randomly presented in each block of two or four consecutive trials. For example, the X1-A 1 and X1-A2 combinations were randomly presented every pair of trials in some phases; also, combinations X1-A 1, X1-A2, X2-A 1, and X2-A2 were randomly presented on four consecutive trials in other phases (see below).
Stimulus Selection and Consequences
For stimulus selection, a cursor appeared at the bottom left corner of the screen. Pressing the "8" or "N" keys moved the cursor below the left or right comparison respectively. Then, pressing the "H" key moved the cursor upward toward the comparison, delivered the programmed consequence, and ended the trial. During the trials with programmed differential consequenc'es, a correct response produced a sequence of four musical notes whereas an incorrect selection produced a low tone. The participants' responding showed that the sequence of musical notes worked as a reinforcer and the low tone as a punisher. The trials without programmed differential consequences ended immediately after the comparison selection. After each trial ended, the screen went blank for a 2-s intertrial interval.
Instructions
At the start of the session, the following instructions (in Spanish) appeared on the screen:
Thank you for participating in this research . Some figures are going to appear on the screen. Press the Band N keys to move the /\ symbol under the figures . To actually select the figure, use the H key. Hearing some music after your response means that you are right. Hearing a low tone means an error or incorrect response . Sometimes you won't hear anything after your response. Always try to be correct. (Press the space bar when you wish to start).
Questions were answered by repeating the relevant portions of the instructions. The experimenter remained in the room until the participant completed the first three trials; then, the experimenter left the room .
Delayed Prompt Procedure
To teach conditional discriminations, a delayed-prompt procedure (e.g. , Mcllvane & Dube , 1992; Touchette, 1971 ) was used in which at first the incorrect comparison stimulus was presented for 1 s and then vanished. The interval during which the incorrect comparison was present was multiplied by 1.3 on any trial following a correct selection , and divided by 1.3 on any trial following an incorrect selection (unless the lower bound of 1 s was reached). Correct selections made after the incorrect comparison had already disappeared increased the interval during which the incorrect comparison was present on the ne)(t trial. Only responses made with both comparisons present counted in relation to the criterion for advancing to the next phase of the study.
Conditional-Discrimination Teaching and Testing
Successive series of trials are described bE~low as phases. Each phase contained all possible combinations of samples corresponding to a conditional discrimination. There were teaching and testing phases. Teaching phases were designed to teach or review conditional discriminations. In the teaching phases, a series of 24 trials was repeated until the participant responded correctly on either 8 or 12 consecutive trials (this number depended on the phase; see Table 1 ). Once the participant reached the relevant criterion, the next phase started. For each teaching phase, the proportion of selections with differential consequences was 1, .5, or .25 (see Table 1 ). Testing phases wem designed to test the emergence of a novel conditional discrimination. In these phases, 24 trials were presented without differential consequences. The session ended after the final programmed phase. 
Phases
We designed one or more phases to teach or to test the conditional discriminations. Table 1 summarizes the specific procedures used in each phase of Studies 1 to 5. Conditional discrimination AS was taught in Phases 1 to 3, XAS was taught in Phases 4 to 8, and EF was taught in Phases 9 to 11. In Phase 12, the XEF conditional discrimination probed the transfer of functions of contextual stimuli. Studies 2 to 5 varied in that some of the phases were omitted or modified.
Phases 1, 2, and 3: AB teaching. During Phase 1 (see Table 1 ), stimuli A 1 and A2 were presented randomly as samples across trials; stimuli B1 and B2 served as comparisons. Choosing B1 in the presence of A 1 and B2 in the presence of A2 was reinforced. As shown in Table  1 , the delayed prompt procedure was used and the participants received the consequences (described above) on each trial. This procedure continued until the participant obtained eight consecutive correct responses with both comparison stimuli present. The program then advanced to the next AB teaching phase. Phases 2 and 3 presented the same discriminations as in Phase 1; the criterion to advance to the next phase was also the same as in Phase 1. The delayed prompt procedure, however, was omitted, and the probability of reinforcement per trial decreased to .5 (Phase 2) and to .25 (Phase 3). Thus, Phases 2 and 3 were conducted to gradually reduce the density of differential consequences across trials in preparation for the unreinforced trials of the test phase.
Phase 4: X1AB teaching. During this phase, contextual stimulus X1 and sample A 1 or A2 were presented on each trial. The procedure was identical to that of Phase 1, except that 12 consecutive correct responses were required to advance to the next phase and all correct responses were reinforced.
Phase 5: X2AB teaching. This phase was identical to X1 AB teaching (Phase 4), except that the contextual stimulus was X2 instead of X1. Also, selecting B2 in the presence of A 1 and selecting B1 in the presence of A2 was reinforced.
Phases 6, 7, and 8: XAB review. During the first phase of XAB teaching (Phase 6) the four combinations of stimuli of Figure 2 were presented randomly across trials. As in the X1 AB and X2AB teaching phases, selecting B 1 in the presence of A 1 and selecting B2 in the presence of A2 was reinforced on the trials that involved X1. Selecting B2 in the presence of A 1 and selecting B1 in the presence of A2 was reinforced in the trials that involved X2. After eight consecutive correct selections, participants advanced to the next phase. The next two phases were identical to Phase 6, except that the probability of reinforcement decreased to .5 (Phase 7) and then to .25 (Phase 8).
Phases 9, 10, and 11: EF teaching. EF conditional-discrimination teaching was the same as for the AB conditional discrimination, except that stimuli E1 and E2 were presented as samples and stimuli F1 and F2 were presented as comparisons. Selections of F1 given E1 and selections of F2 given E2 were considered correct. The delayed prompt procedure was introduced again on Phase 9 and removed on Phases 10 and 11.
Phase 12: XEF test. The XEF test consisted of presenting randomly the four XE stimulus combinations (X1-E1, X1-E2, X2-E1, or X2-E2) with stimuli F1 and F2 as comparisons (see Figure 2 , lower panel).
No differential consequences occurred and the session ended after 24 trials. Selecting F1 in the presence of X1 and E1 , or X2 and E2 , and selecting F2 in the presence of X1 and E2, or X2 and E1 , was defined as correct.
Study 1
Study 1 replicated the first study of Perez-Gonzalez and with minor modifications in the procedures. The results of this replication will be compared to those of Studies . 2 to 5.
Method
Three participants received the procedure described in the General Method. All teaching phases were used, as shown in Table 1 .
Results
Participant Lara required 137 trials (129 correct) , Maxo required 153 trials (146 correct) , and Mara required 164 trials (153 correct) to complete the entire sequence of phases. They rElceived, thus, few trials above the minimum (the entire teaching and testing sequence required a minimum of 120 trials to be completed , if a participant responded correctly on all trials) . They made from 7 to 11 errors. The 3 participants made an error in the first trial with stimulus X2 (Phase 5) . They learned the phases with XAB (Phases 4 to 8) within 52 to 60 trials.
Individual selections on each of the 24 test trials of the XEF test are shown in Table 2 . Participants Lara and Maxo responded correctly on 24 trials of the XEF test and Mara responded correctly on 23. Thus, all 3 participants transferred contextual control to a new conditional discrimination. F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  6  X1-E2  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  6  X2-E1  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  6  X2-E2  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  6  Mara  X1-E1  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  6  X1-E2  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  6  X2-E1  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  F1-5  X2-E2  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  6  Maxo  X1-E1  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  6  X1-E2  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  6  X2-E1  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  6  X2-E2  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  6 Note. A plus sign indicates that the response was considered correct; a minus sign indicates that the response was considered incorrect.
Discussion
These results replicated earlier findings that demonstrated transfer of specific contextual-control functions by showing that the functions of the contextual stimuli transferred to novel conditional discriminations (Carpentier et aI., 2002 (Carpentier et aI., , 2003 . All participants in the experimental conditions of these three studies and of the present one demonstrated transfer of contextual functions. Moreover, other participants in another study showed similar results. Because the studies were conducted in three laboratories, the process of transferring contextual functions appears robust.
All participants completed the sequence within 164 trials or less. The teaching procedure used in the present study reduced the number of trials per phase and the number of training phases, as compared to the procedure used by Perez-Gonzalez and . A hypothetical participant performing with no errors would need 368 trials to complete the sequence used by Perez-Gonzalez and Serna. In the present research , all partiCipants completed the entire sequence in less than one third of those trials. The procedure was also very effective as compared to those that showed contextual control after hours of teaching and repeated testing (e.g ., Meehan & Fields, 1995) , but these authors showed transfer of control with one single contextual stimu lus over new equivalence classes-not just a conditional discrimination.
Study 2
Study 2 examined how the procedure for teaching the functions of the contextual stimuli affects acquisition and transfer of contextual functions. Specifically, we analyzed the effect of introducing the two contextual stimuli interspersed in the first XAB teaching phase. Pilot studies in our lab showed that, when the two stimuli X1 and X2 were introduced intermixed, some participants did not respond correctly to the XEF test.
Method
Four participants received the same teaching procedure as in Study 1, except that Phases 4 (X1 AB) and 5 (X2AB) were omitted from the teaching sequence (see Table 1 ). Thus, when finishing Phase 3, the participants passed directly to the XAB second-order conditional discrimination of Phase 6. In this phase, contextual stimuli X1 and X2 appeared interspersed across trials.
Results
PartiCipants required from 201 to 279 trials to complete the entire sequence of phases. They made from 31 to 83 errors. The partiCipants made a minimum of 15 errors in the first phase with XAB (Phase 6) . Vera made 18 errors, Lora and Oeba made 15 errors, and Vana made 65 errors. They learned the phases with XAB (Phases 6, 7, & 8) within 11 7 to 200 trials.
The participants' selections across the 24 XEF test trials are shown in Table 3 . Vera responded correctly on each of the 24 trials of the XEF test. Lora responded correctly on 22 trials. Thus, these 2 participants acquired contextual control and transferred it to a new conditional discrimination. Deba showed variable responding in the session: (a.) She chose among the F comparisons conditionally in the presence of both the contextual stimulus X and the sample E, but incorrectly (see Trials 1 and 3 in Table 3 ); (b) she responded conditionally on the X1 or X2 stimulus only. For example, she selected F1 given X1 and F2 given X2 (Trial 2 in Table 3 ); (c) she responded conditionally on the E stimuli only; for example, she selected F1 given E1 and F2 given E2, regardless of the X stimulus (Trial 4 in Table 3 ); and (d) she responded correctly on the last six trials (see columns for Trials 5 and 6 in Table 3 ). Vana generally selected F1 in the presence of E1 and F2 in the presence of E2, regardless of the X stimuli. F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  6  X1-E2  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  6  X2-E1  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  6  X2-E2  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  6  Lora  X1-E1  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  6  X1-E2  F2+  F2+  F2+  F1-F2+  F2+  5  X2-E1  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  6  X2-E2  F2-F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  5  Deba  X1 -E1  F2-F1+  F2-F2-F1+  F1+  3  X1-E2  F1-F1 -F1-F1-F1 -F2+  1  X2-E1  F1 -F2+  F1-F2+  F2+  F2+  4  X2-E2  F2-F2-F2-F1+  F1+  F1+  3  Vana  X1-E1  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  F1+  6  X1-E2  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+  F2+ 
Note. A plus sign indicates that the response was considered correct; a minus sign indicates that the response was considered incorrect.
Discussion
Only 2 of 4 participants demonstrated acquisition and transfer of contextual functions to a novel conditional discrimination. Although the procedure of Study 2 did produce transfer of contextual functions (in 2 participants only), it appears to be somewhat less effective than the procedure used in Study 1 regarding transfer of contextual control. These results suggest that the introduction of X1 and X2 in two separate phases may facilitate acquisition and transfer of the contextual functions of X stimuli to novel conditional discriminations.
Two factors, at least, may be implicated in the transfer of contextual functions . One factor could be that the specific functions of X1 and X2 are better acquired when each stimulus is presented alone. Actually, behavior in the presence of stimulus X1 is the same as in its absence. Thus, participants can easily learn the function of stimulus X1 when this stimulus is presented alone in one phase, especially if the stimulus is introduced right after mastering the AB conditional discrimination. For similar reasons, the function of stimulus X2 , which consists of selecting the comparison opposite to that chosen in its absence, could also be better learned if stimulus X2 is the only contextual stimulus in a phase. This hypothesis is consistent with the errors of participants of Study 1 in Phase 5, in which stimulus X2 was introduced. All participants made errors in the first trial.
The second possible factor is that the procedure used in Study 1 induced learning with very few errors. Participants of Study 1 made from 7 to 11 errors across all teaching phases. In contrast, the 2 participants of Study 2 who did not demonstrate transfer of contextual functions made 40 and 83 errors. It may be that learning with few errors facilitates the transfer of contextual functions.
The procedure of Study 1 had two more phases, with XAB, than the procedure of Study 2. It could be possible that the procedure of Study 1 was more effective in producing transfer of contextual functions than the procedure of Study 2 because the participants of Study 1 received more learning trials, or more reinforced trials, in the XAB phases than participants in Study 2. This did not happen. On the contrary, the 3 participants of Study 1 received only from 52 to 60 trials. The 4 participants of Study 2 received 102 trials or more, of which 84 trials or more were reinforced. Thus, number of trials per se, or number of reinforced trials per se, does not facilitate the transfer of contextual functions.
Deba responded correctly to the last six trials of the XEF test. Perhaps she would have kept responding correctly if the test had been extended beyond 24 trials; in this case, her results would be the same as those of the two participants who responded correctly. Thus, she would acquire and transfer contextual functions , but with some delay.
Participant Vana ignored the contextual stimuli in the XEF test. That responding can be explained by two possibilities: The first possibility is that stimuli X1 and X2 did not acquire contextual functions. In that case, the functions of the X stimuli would be similar to the functions of the A stimuli. The second possibility is that stimuli X1 and X2 had acquired contextual functions during the XAB teaching, but these functions did not transfer to the EF conditional discrimination. In the absence of further testing, it is impossible to know which of these two possibilities hold. A comparison between Studies 1 and 2, however, may give some hints to answer this question: Studies 1 and 2 differed only in the specific procedures to teach XAB. All participants of Study 1 responded correctly to the XEF test; in contrast, only 2 of 4 participants of Study 2 responded correctly. This suggests that the procedure of Study 1 was more effective than that of Study 2 to produce acquisition of contextual functions.
The results of Study 2 contrast with those obtained in other studies (Carpentier et aI., 2002 (Carpentier et aI., , 2003 . In those studies, all participants demonstrated transfer after the introduction of the contextual stimuli interspersed in a block of trials. The discrepancies between the results of the present research and those of previous studies may have been caused by other variations in procedures. For example, Carpentier et al. taught the contextual functions iin a phase in which trials of two first-order conditional discriminations were! intermixed with secondorder conditional-discrimination trials (analogous to intermixing AS, EF, and XAS). This manipulation could have facilitated the acquisition of functions of the contextual stimuli by facilitatin!:;1 discrimination between the contextual stimuli and between these stimuli and the absence of them. Another variation in the procedure that could influence the results concerns instructions. In the present studies, we avoided explaining the details of the task to the partiCipants, with thEl purpose of minimizing participants' verbalizations.
Study 3
Study 2 showed that the way in which the )( stimuli were presented affected acquisition or transfer of the contextual functions. Study 3 analyzed whether differential consequences are necessary during the teaching of the X stimuli. We examined in Study 3 whether presenting stimuli X1 and X2 without providing differential consequences would affect acquisition and transfer of contextual functions.
Method
Four participants received the same teaching procedure as participants of Study 1, except that the responses in phases with contextual stimuli did not have differential consequences. Thus, the participants received 12 trials of Phases 4 and 5 and 8 trials of Phases 6i to 8, regardless of their performance in these phases (see Table 1 ).
Results
Participants required from 142 to 295 trials to complete the entire sequence of phases. In this study, only trials of phases with the AS and EF conditional discriminations were administered with feedback (Phases 1 to 3 and 9 to 11). Sara made only five errors, all in Phase 1, with the AS conditional discrimination. Tera, Mona, and Joao made 20 or more errors; they made errors in the AS as well as in the EF conditional discriminations.
In the XAS phases, stimulus X1 or X2 were presented without feedback. Three participants (Sara, Tera, Mona) selected S1 conditionally on A 1 and S2 conditionally on A2, independl9ntly of the X stimulus presented on each trial (with exceptions in less than five trials). The fourth participant's selections showed no apparent patt1 ern.
In the XEF test, the 4 participants selected F1 in the presence of E1 and selected F2 in the presence of E2, with exceptions in only three trials, 
as shown in Table 4 . Thus, the participants selected among comparisons according to the sample stimuli, independently of the presence of X1 and X2, just as they did when they learned the AB conditional discrimination.
Discussion
Responding in the XAB phases, with stimulus X1 or X2 presented without feedback, indicates whether the participants acquired contextual control. No participant selected conditionally on the X stimuli. Thus, none of the partiCipants acquired contextual control. Their performance demonstrated that the mere exposure to stimuli X1 and X2, without differential consequences, was not sufficient to establish the contextual stimulus function. Thus, differential consequences during the presentation of the X stimuli appear to be necessary for the acquisition and transfer of contextual functions.
The participants ignored the X stimuli during the XEF test. This response pattern is consistent with the assumption that contextual functions were not acquired during the XAB phases. Thus, the results of Study 3 indicate that the presentation of the X stimuli in the XAB phase without feedback is not sufficient for the acquisition of contextual functions. Moreover, it is obvious that if contextual functions are not acquired, these functions cannot transfer.
Study 4
Studies by Carpentier et al. (2002) showed that when the X stimuli are introduced prior to the conditional discriminations, it is possible to get transfer of functions of contextual stimuli. TransfHr, however, is less likely than when the conditional discrimination is tau!~ht first. In the study of Carpentier et aI. , it could have happened that the introduction of the X stimuli together with the conditional discrimination was sufficient for the X stimuli to acquire the functions of contextual stimuli in some participants. Study 4 explored whether the contextual functions of stimuli X can be acquired or may transfer without learning the initial conditional discrimination. Thus, we evaluated acquisition and transfer of contextual functions after teaching the second-order conditional discrimination directly.
Method
Three participants received the same teachingl procedure as in Study 1, with the exception of Phases 1 to 3 (designed to teach the AB conditional discrimination) that were omitted. Therefore, the teaching procedure started when the X1AB phase was presented (Phase 4, see Table 1 ).
Results
Participant Joro required 180 trials to complete the sequence of phases of this study (he made 60 errors). Yola required 236 trials (she made 82 errors). Frao required 139 trials (he made 34 errors). They made most errors during the XAB phases.
The 3 participants failed to respond correctly during the XEF transfer test (see Table 5 ). Joro performed conditionally on the contextual stimuli, but not according to the definition of correct responding. Yola mostly selected 
Note . A plus sign indicates that the response was considered correct; a minus sign indicates that the response was considered incorrect.
F1 given E1 and F2 given E2, independently of the stimulus X that was present. Thus, Yola's selections demonstrated control by the sample stimuli (E1 and E2) and not the contextual stimuli (X1 and X2). Participant Frao did not show any evident pattern of selections among the comparisons.
Discussion
Performance of participants Yola and Frao showed that, even if participants learn the second-order conditional discriminations with X stimuli as contextual stimuli, contextual functions do not easily transfer to a new conditional discrimination when the AS conditional discrimination is omitted from the teaching procedure. Thus, these results suggest that the teaching of AS facilitates that the X stimuli acquire contextual functions.
Joro responded conditionally to stimuli X1 and X2 as well as stimuli E1 and E2. This performance indicates that stimuli X1 and X2 acquired functions separated from stimuli A 1 and A2 during the XAS teaching. These functions transferred to the EF conditional discriminations. In the absence of the AS teaching, however, the functions of X1 and X2 could not be specific: In Studies 1 and 2, X1 indicated selections of the same comparison as in its absence; X2 indicated selections of the alternative comparison as in its absence. In the present study, the AS conditional discrimination was not taught without the X stimuli. Thus, it was impossible for stimuli X1 and X2 to acquire specific contextual functions. Instead, stimuli X1 and X2 could acquire a more generalized function: Indicating selections of one comparison given a sample in the presence of one stimulus X and the function of indicating selections of the alternative comparison in the presence of the other stimulus X. Thus, stimulus X1 could indicate selection of the same comparison as in its absence or selection of the other comparison as in its absence. Stimulus X2 should indicate the function alternative to that of stimulus X1. Indeed, in the XEF test, Joro selected in the presence of X2 the same comparison as in its absence, and in the presence of X1 he selected the alternative comparison; that was just one of the two possibilities. Serna and PerezGonzalez (2003) observed this performance under other conditions and defined it as generalized contextual contral.
According to this rationale, half of the participants who acquired generalized contextual control would respond as Joro did in the present study. The other half would respond as it was defined as correct (i.e., as participants of Study 1 did). One implication of this analysis is that responding "correctly" to the XEF test would not indicate transfer of specific functions. To determine whether transfer of specific functions or generalized contextual control occurred, it is necessary to conduct additional tests with novel conditional discriminations. The present study showed that, when the first-order conditional discrimination is not taught, stimuli X1 and X2 can acquire generalized contextual functions. They, however, cannot acquire specific contextual functions.
The results of the present study are consistent with those from Carpentier et al. (2002) . They found less transfer when the contextual stimuli were introduced in the first phase than whBn the contextual stimuli were introduced after teaching the first-order conditional discriminations. The results of the present study are also consistent with those from Meehan and Fields (1995) . In that study, only 3 out of 5 adults showed contextual control by a long bar (equivalent to X~~) after between 10 and 54 hours of teaching and testing. They taught all the first order conditional discriminations with a short bar (equivalent to X1) . It could be that the introduction of the stimulus equivalent to the X1 in a latter phase could have improved participant's performance when the stimulus equivalent to X2 was introduced for testing.
Study 5 Serna and Perez-Gonzalez (2003) showed that novel stimuli do not control conditional discriminations when they are presented prior to the establishment of the conditional discriminations. It is not known, however, whether transfer of contextual functions occurs when contextual stimuli are presented within novel conditional discriminations. Study 5 examined the effect of teaching the second conditional discrimination on the transfer of contextual stimulus functions to this conditional discrimination. Thus, the experimental question was to know whether, after learning a first conditional discrimination and bringing it under the contextual control of the X stimuli, the contextual functions of the X stimUli would transfer directly to a novel conditional discrimination.
Method
Four partiCipants received the same teaching procedure as participants of Study 1, except that Phases 9 to 11 (designed to teach the EF conditional discrimination) were omitted. Thus, participants received the XEF test (Phase 12, see Table 1 ) immediately after learning the XAB conditional discriminations (Phase 8).
Results
In this study, only the phases with the AB and XAB conditional discriminations and the XEF test were administered. Elea required 111 trials to complete the entire sequence (she made 29 errors). Silva required 314 trials (she made 114 errors). Bela required 159 trials (she made 42 errors). Graa required 169 trials (she made 46 errors) .
Performance in the XEF test is shown in Table 6 . Participant Elea selected comparisons conditionally to the X and E stimuli. She consistently selected F2 given X1 and E1 or given X2 and E2, and selected F1 given X1 and E2 or given X2 and E1 . In contrast to Study 1, X1 did not control E1 -F1 and E2-F2 relations, and X2 did not control E1-F2 and E2-F1 relations.
Participants Sila and Bela always responded correctly (as defined above) on trials when stimUli X1-E2 were presented. Their responses in the presence of the other stimuli (e.g. , X1-E1, X2-E1, and X2-E2) , however, varied across trials. Sila's responses in the last 12 trials were 
controlled by contextual stimuli but not by the sample stimuli (she selected F2 given X1 and F1 given X2). Bera responded with a variable pattern in the presence of the other three stimulus combinations. In contrast to Sila and Bela, Graa always responded incorrectly on trials when stimuli X1-E2 were presented. She responded with a variable pattern in the presence of the other three stimuli, just as Bela did .
Discussion
One participant (Elea) responded conditionally to the X stimuli and the sample. The other 3 participants showed variable responding . The participants received the same procedure for learning AB and XAB as participants in Study 1, a study in which the X stimuli did acquire contextual functions. Given this identity, it is reasonable to assume that the X stimuli also acquired contextual functions in Study 5. The contextual functions of the X stimuli , however, did not transfer in 3 participants. The 4 participants tended to behave according to the presence of the X and E stimuli. This response pattern was different from those exhibited by the participants in Studies 3 and 4. This fact may indicate that, after learning a contextually controlled conditional discrimination , there is a general disposition to respond according to the contextual stimulus and the sample in a new second-order conditional discrimination. This disposition, however, is not enough to guarantee transfer of functions to a novel conditional discrimination if that discrimination has not been learned previously.
Elea's performance in the XEF test was similar to the performance of Joro in Study 4. Stimulus X1 controlled E1-1F2 and E2-F1 relations and stimulus X2 controlled E1-F1 and E2-F2 relations. Thus, as in Study 4, the contextual functions of stimuli X1 and X2 transferred. Contrary to Study 4, it is reasonable to assume that the specific functions of X1 and X2 were acquired (as explained above). In the present study, however, relations among the E and F stimuli were not taught. Therefore, the specific functions of stimuli X could not transfer. Thus, the present study indicates that, when the second first-order conditional discrimination is not taught, stimuli X1 and X2 may acquire specific contextual functions. Moreover, the contextual functions can transfer only in a generalized way when stimuli X1 and X2 are presented to novel stimuli that do not have preestablished relations among them.
The responding of Elea was also similar to that of the participants in Study 1 of Serna and Perez-Gonzalez (2003) . In that study, 2 participants learned the AB and XAB conditional discriminations, as in the present study, and received trials of another, first-order conditional discrimination (CD) without feedback, until they behaved consiistently. One participant selected D1 given C1 and D2 given C2; the other participant selected D2 given C1 and D1 given C2. In the transfer test for contextual functions, in the presence of X1 both partiCipants chose thE3 comparisons they had chosen in the CD task; these participants selectE!d the other comparison in the presence of X2. Thus, these participants responded on the XCD test as Elea did in the XEF test of the present study. The forms of transfer in the study of Serna and Perez-Gonzalez and in the present study, however, differed. In Serna and Perez-GonzaI19z's study, participants demonstrated transfer of specific functions. In the present study, Elea demonstrated generalized contextual transfer.
General Discussion
One goal of the present research was to replicat,e the findings reported by Perez-Gonzalez and Serna (2003) . All participants from Study 1 learned the complete procedure with few errors and demonstrated transfer of contextual functions. These results suggest that all components of the learning sequence were sufficient for acquiring contextual functions and transfer the contextual functions to new conditional discriminations. The procedure used in the present research was very efficient, as the :3 participants completed the entire experimental sequence and showed transfer of specific functions within 164 trials or less (less than 13 minutes).
The main goal of the present research was to study the conditions under which the functions of contextual stimuli are acquired and transfer to novel conditional discriminations. For this purpose, we analyzed the role of the sequence training components in the acquisition and transfer of contextual control. In contrast with the performance of the partiCipants of Study 1 , none of the 11 participants who received an incomplete procedure (in Studies 3 to 5) showed transfer of specific contextual functions. Thus, the findings of these additional studies showed that the complete training sequence was necessary to establish contextual control and to transfer specific contextual control to novel conditional discriminations.
Furthermore, in Study 2 only 2 of the 4 participants who received a procedure with all conditional discriminations, but an XAB conditionaldiscrimination protocol less elaborate than in Study 1, demonstrated transfer. This suggests that teaching each contextual function separately plays a relevant role in the acquisition and transfer of contextual functions.
The present research shows several conditions that seem necessary for the acquisition and transfer of specific contextual functions. First, when we presented XAB without providing differential consequences, all partiCipants failed to learn contextual control and , consequently, did not demonstrate transfer (Study 3) . These results suggest that the presentation of two stimuli (X1 and X2) with differential feedback is necessary for these stimuli to acquire contextual functions over established relations and then to transfer these functions to new stimuli. The mere presence of two stimuli with the sample is not sufficient to exert control over the partiCipants' selections.
Second, when the fi rst first-order conditional discrimination (AB) was not taught, participants did not demonstrate the transfer of contextual functions (Study 4) . These results suggest that the acquisition of a first-order conditional discrimination is necessary for the acquisition of contextual functions , as demonstrated in Study 4. This result is not surprising because when presented for the first time, stimuli X and A may have identical functions in controlling comparison selection (or they may function as a compound). For example, the simultaneous presentation of X1 and A 1 control the selection of B1. Therefore, it is equally likely that X1 controls the A 1-B1 relation, that A 1 controls the X1-B1 relation, and that both stimuli control the selection of B1 . In these conditions, the X stimuli might not acquire contextual functions over the relations among the remaining stimuli.
Third , when the second first-order conditional discrimination (EF) was not taught, participants did not demonstrate transfer of specific contextual functions (Study 5). These results suggest that the acquisition of this conditional discrimination is necessary for the transfer of the acquired functions, for reasons similar to those described above. In this case, however, the conditional discrimination is necessary to transfer, rather than to acquire, contextual functions.
In summary, the present results suggest that to obtain the transfer of specific functions of contextual stimuli, it is necessary (a) to teach a conditional discrimination , (b) to bring this conditional discrimination under contextual control, and (c) to teach a second conditional discrimination. In such conditions, the functions of the contextual stimuli in the first conditional discrimination transfer to the second conditional discrimination.
One participant of Study 4 and another participant of Study 5 selected comparisons during testing conditionally to the X stimuli and to the samples. They did not show, however, transfer of specific functions. Such performances indicate that when the first or the second first-order conditional discriminations (AB or EF) are not taught, it is not possible to transfer specific functions. Instead, transfer of generalized contextual functions may occur, as demonstrated also by Serna and Perez-Gonzalez (2003) .
One might argue that the clear difference of performance between Study 1 and Studies 2 to 5 is explained by the fact that more trials were programmed in Study 1 than in the remaining studies. The number of trials would be the relevant variable, rather than teaching specific conditional discriminations or providing feedback in the XAB conditional discrimination. This possibility seems remote because of two facts: First, many studies in the area of stimulus equivalence have shown that teaching specific conditional discriminations, testing conditional discriminations, and manipulating order influence results greatly; meanwhile, the number of trials per se appears not to influence the results as much . Second, in the present research, most participants in Studies 2 to 5 actually received more learning trials than those of participants in Study 1. Specifically, all participants in Studies 2 to 5, except one, received more learning trials than Lara of Study 1-the participant who received fewer trials. Moreover, 11 of 15 participants of Studies 2 to 5 received more learning trials than the 3 participants of Study 1. Thus, these facts replicate previous results in that teaching specific conditional discriminations, rather than number of trials, determined performance. In the present research, teaching three conditional discriminations determined acquisition and transfer of contextual functions.
The present research analyzed factors involved in the establishment of a five-term contingency (Sidman , 1986) and the transfer of control exerted by the contextual stimuli (the fifth term). In a five-term contingency, reinforcement must be contingent on respondin~l for selecting: (a) the appropriate comparison; (b) in the presence of a given sample; and (c), conditionally in the presence of a contextual stimulus. For appropriately establishing a five-term contingency, it is necessary that reinforcement be contingent upon comparison selection conditionally on the specific sample and contextual stimuli present in the trial. Across trials, the sample and the contextual stimuli must vary and the reinforced comparison must co-vary with them (Martinez & Moreno, 1995) . In Study 3 of the present research , reinforcement was never made contingent upon the presence of the X stimuli. In conditional discriminations AB and EF, reinforcement for comparison selection depended upon the sample presented on each trial. Therefore, this study involved four-term contingencies, instead of five-term contingencies. The lack of transfer in the XEF test observed in Study 3 suggests that establishing five-term contingencies is necessary for learning and transferring contextual control. The results of Studies 4 and 5 suggest that teaching the two first-order conditional discriminations is necessary for the transfer of contextual control. Because contextual control in the present preparation refers to preestablished relations among samples and comparisons in conditional discriminations, it seems reasonable that teaching those two conditional discriminations be necessary for transfer. A key feature is that the relations established in the two conditional discriminations are of the same kind (e.g., matching to sample). Another scenario is possible, however, in which it is not necessary to teach the relevant relations. This is the case of having perceptual, rather than arbitrary, stimulus relations. In such circumstances, the contextual function may be taught with the perceptual relation established among the stimulus within a set. The contextual stimuli are then tested with another stimulus set involving the same perceptual relations. Obtaining transfer of contextual functions seems very likely. For example, the contextual functions may be taught with identity matching to sample on the A stimuli, and tested with identity matching to sample on the B stimuli. People would probably select among the B stimuli according to the sample and to the contextual stimuli. In a related study, for example, people learned the AA-X relation and showed transfer of function of comparison stimuli by appropriate choices on the BB-X relation (Perez-Gonzalez, 1991) .
Two participants in the experiment by Serna and Perez-Gonzalez (2003) and 1 participant in our Study 5 behaved conditionally on the contextual stimuli and the sample even though the second conditional discrimination was not taught. In Serna and Perez-Gonzalez's experiment, this may have happened because arbitrary selection was very similar to standard matching to sample. In Study 5, conditional choices may occur because the participants find it easy to learn the relations of the second conditional discrimination (e.g., assigning F1 to E1) without experimental intervention. Sidman's (1986 Sidman's ( , 1994 Sidman's ( , 2000 parsimon ious analysis of contextual control could be useful in part to interpret the present data. The contextual stimuli did not control specific stimulus classes, because the contextual stimuli were presented with stimuli that did not appear before with the contextual stimuli. Still, we observed transfer. Rather than controlling specific stimulus classes, contextual stimuli controlled generalized responding. Contextual stimulus X1 might control the selection of stimuli of the same class, and contextual stimulus X2 might control the selection of stimuli of a different class (assuming that the relation directly taught is enough to consider these two stimuli as members of the same class). But an important feature of the present study is that contextual stimuli controlled selection in a conditional discrimination with novel stimulus classes that had not been directly or indirectly related to previous contextual stimuli. Sidman (1994, p. 548) suggested that a stimulus can belong to the same class as the relation established between two other stimuli. In the present case, however, the relation should be established between the contextual stimulus, on the one hand, and the sample and the correct comparison, on the other hand. Thus this analysis becomes complicated. Considering that the contextual stimuli do not belong to the same class as that of the remaining stimuli seems more parsimonious. Sidman (1994) also affirmed that the term "transfer of function" is unnecessary because it merely denotes stimulus equivalence (for example, two stimuli are in the same class if they have the same functions). In the present case, however, it is appropriate to refer to transfer of functions because the functions of the X stimuli transferred even though the X stimuli did not belong to a stimulus class. Thus, the present results document the transfer of functions of stimuli X but not stimulus classes involving these stimuli.
The functions of contextual stimuli seem similar to the functions of instructions (for discussions of this analogy see Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, & Roche, 2001, p. 32, and Saunders, 1996) . A key finding of studies about instructional control is that a correspondence between an instruction and the subsequent contingency must exist in order to get generalized instructional control (e.g., Baron & Galizio, 1983 :; Martinez-Sanchez & Ribes-liiesta, 1996) . The functions of the contextual stimuli in the present research also consist of specifying subsequent relations. The present research shows that, for the contextual stimulus to acquire a particular function, a correspondence between the stimulus and the contingencies must exist, in the sense of determining the sample-comparison relations that will be reinforced (as demonstrated in Study "1). When there was no correspondence between the presence of the contextual stimuli and the first-order conditional discrimination, stimuli X1 and X2 appeared to be irrelevant and the participants ignored them (Study 3). For example, the functions of X1 may be similar to the instruction "Select the name of the person whose discipline is identical to that of thEl person named in the sample" in the example of Figure 1 . In this case, ito obtain the reinforcer one must select the name of the individual whose discipline is identical to that of the person named in the sample. The functions of X2 may be similar to the instruction "Select the name of the person whose discipline differs from that of the person named in the sample." In that case, to obtain the reinforcer one must select the name of the individual whose discipline differs from that of the person named in the sample.
The results of the present studies suggest that to follow these instructions, three things are necessary. First, the person must learn the relations between the names of the taught relations (i.e., between Cervantes and Tolstoi). Here the only relevant factor is that these figures share the same discipline-it is not necessary to know which discipline the two figures share. The necessity of teaching this relation was demonstrated in Study 4. Second, that person must learn the correspondence between the instructions ("Select 1the name of the person whose discipline is identical to that of the person named in the sample") and the following consequences. This necessity was demonstrated in Study 3. Third, that person must learn the relations between new names (e.g., that Bernard and Cajal shared the same discipline). The necessity of this last component was demonstrated in Study 5. Learning all these components is necessary for behaving according to the instructions "select the name with the same discipline" and "select the name with a different discipline" in the novel situation. The person who learned these components will follow the new rules: That person would select a name according to the instruction in the presence of the new names.
